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Abstract
In this talk on Antinucleon-nucleon (Nbar-N) interaction theoretical
models we shall try to show which is our present understanding on the Nbar-N
interaction, either from quark- or/and meson- and baryon-degrees of freedom,
by considering the Nbar-N annihilation into mesons and the Nbar-N elastic
and charge-exchange scattering.
1.

DJTRODUCTION

There has been, in the last eight years or so, a renewal of interest for the
study of the Nbar-N interaction at low and medium energy due to new experimental results with low-energy antiproton beams, mainly at 1) Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL, USA), 2) the National Laboratory of High Energy
Physics (KEK, Japan) and 3) LEAR (Low Energy Antiproton Ring, CERN) (see
e.g. ref. 1 to 5). Furthermore, since 1988, with a much improved beam at
LEAR, more elaborate experiments have been, are being or will be performed.
The Nbar-N interaction is very different from the better known and
studied NN interaction. The Nbar-N system, characterised by a baryon number
zero annihilates easily into mesons. It is, right from threshold, a multichannel
process. One difficulty will be to built up a model which explains in a consistent
way both the elastic scattering data and the annihilation.
On the other hand the experimental and theoretical developments of the
last 25 years have given us a relatively good understanding of the structure of
the nucléon. In a qualitative way one picture of the nucléon can be depicted as a
core composed of three valence quarks (q), plus gluons (g), plus sea quarks
(antiquark (qbar)-quark pairs), surrounded by a cloud of mesons, pions (n),
plus vector mesons p, GO... The radius rc of the core is thought to be of the order
of .5 fm. The extension in space of the nucléon is of the order of 2 fm. This
picture leads us to see that the degrees of freedom needed to describe the
Nbar-N interaction will be twofold : at long range the meson degrees of freedom
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are expected to play the main role and at short range the quark-gluon degrees
of freedom should be more adéquat to describe the phenomena.
In this review on Nbar-N interaction theoretical models we shall try to
show which is our present understanding on the Nbar-N interaction at low and
medium energy either from quark-or/and meson-and baryon-degrees of
freedom. We shall do it by reporting on some recent theoretical works : - on the
Nbar-N annihilation into mesons in section 2, and - on the Nbar-N elastic and
charge-exchange scattering in section 3. Some outlook, discussion and
conclusions will be given in section 4. This talk will not be a complete review on
the subject and the interested reader will find more materials on the recent
review article of ref. 1) and in the proceedings
of the latest conferences or
workshops devoted to the Nbar-N problem2*5).
2.

NN ANNIHILATION INTO MESONS

In the physic of Nbar-N interaction the annihilation problem is the most
complicated and may be the most interesting. Attempts to built up a theory for
the annihilation from what we believe to be the theory of strong interaction, i.e.
the quantum chromodynamic (QCD), have not been successful so far. The
main reason is that the annihilation, taking place when the quark- and
antiquark-cores overlap, has a characteristic size of the order of .6 to 1 fm. For
such distances QCD is in a non-perturbative regime. Consequently the experimental results are analyzed in terms of various models. The study of the annihilation into mesons provides informations on the annihilation mechanism.
At low energy, antiproton annihilates a proton into a primary meson
channel of a few mesons decaying into multiplion final state. The average pion
multiplicity is about 5 pions per annihilation with 1.8 n0. From the pion invariant mass distribution, in the final state, one observes production rates of
primary two-three-or more-meson channels. For instance, the final state
27t+27C"7i° has the p°co state as a primary channel. The dominant annihilation
consists of two-and three- body modes in the final state. One expects the twomeson final state to give the main contribution (at medium energy) in the 6in
flight annihilation. At rest the three-meson contribution might dominates ).
Different microscopic models either from quarks or hadronic diagrams have
been considered. We shall report here on some recent aspects.
2.1 NN annihilation from quark-degrees of freedom
The quark dynamics is usually explained by studying the five basic quark
line diagrams (QLD) of fig. 1. Many other diagrams can be generated from
them by adding gluon lines in an arbitrary way. Which are their relative
contributions to the annihilation cross section ? Which is the effective operator
for a q-qbar pair annihilation and creation ? The
most popular q-qbar
3
annihilation
and
creation
vertices
are
the
scalar
(
Po
vertex)
and the vector
(3Si vertex) interactions. Before summarizing the status of the different recent
models, let us review the discussion of ref. 7) (hereafter denoted by GMT) of the
hierarchy of the different diagrams of fig. 1, investigations based only on the
quark flavor flux within the QLD.

e
Figure 1. Different types of quark diagrams of Nbar-N annihilation into
mesons characterized by different numbers of q-qbar pair annihilations and
creations and rearrangement of q or q^ar lines.
As recalled by GMT the validity of the quark line rule (QLR)8) is based on
the fact that a s-sbar state can only be produced in Nbar-N annihilation
together with strange particle. It is therefore important to find experimentally
if there is a suppression of production of s-sbar final states without associated
strange particle production. The QLR can be tested by studying the pbar-p
annihilation into Ti and TV together with production of non-strange Mi, M?
...M m pseudosclar or vector mesons.
Let us illustrate some results of GMT by writing
x\ = x [uû + dd]/\2 + y [ ss" ] + gluon contribution
Tl' = - y [uû + ddWJî + x [ si" ] + gluon contribution
If there is no gluon contribution, x2 + y 2 = 1 and x 2 can be related to the
pseudoscalar mixing angle, <t>ps by
x2 = sin2 (35.3°- <()ps)
(2)
Validity of QLR gives relations between annihilation amplitudes T, for
example, if production of T| and T)' together with non strange mesons comes
mainly from their uû + dd content then
yT(Ti, Mi....Mm) + xT(n\ Mx,...Mm) = O

(3)

GMT find that with the present data any -26° < <j>ps < - 2.2° is approximately
consistent with the QLR. They further study the consequence of eventual
dominance of annihilation (figs. Ia and Ic) over rearrangement (figs. Ib and
Ie) or mixed diagram (fig. Id). They obtain relations between physical
amplitudes via mixing as each quark line represents the same quark flavor
everywhere in each diagram. For instance, dominance of annihilation (fig. Ia)
predicts for the cross sections o(o)O)) = a(p°p°). This relation is naturally verified

by the model A2 of ref. 16), see table 2, section 2.2). Experimental branching
ratios are9) B(p°p°) = (0.12 ± .12)%, (.4 ± .3)%, B(OXB) = (1.4 ± 0.6)% and B(p°o>) =
(2.26 ± 0.23)%, (0.7 ± .3)%, (3.49 ± .59)%. This shows that, O(ÛKD) = o(p°p°), is
satisfied within 2 error bars by the data. Dominance of rearrangement (fig. Ib)
with B(p°p°) = 0 (from data), predicts B((ÙCO) = 2B(p°co) which agrees only with
one of the three sets of the above data. Other consequences of dominance of
rearrangement or annihilation diagrams for pbar-p -> 3 mesons are also
worked out. For instance dominance of rearrangement (fig. Ie) implies
x4o(p°7t°Jt0) = o(oynii) and that of annihilation (fig. Ic) x4 o(Jt0Tt0P0) = cOvnp0).
However, further and more accurate experimental data are needed before
concluding on the annihilation dominance model. Extension of the QLD, with
flavor SU(3) symmetry, can give more relations between annihilation amplitudes10). Possible violations of QLR have been recently discussed in ref. 11).
In more specific models1»6) the 3Po vertex (fig. 2a) represents a q-qbar pair
annihilation into gluon states with the quantum numbers of the vacuum while

a : 3Po model
b : 3 Si model
Figure 2. Two specific types of popular vertices for q-qbar annihilation
the 3 Si (fig. 2b) corresponds to a q-qbar pair conversion into one gluon, then
absorbed by another quark or antiquark. The 3 S i model originates from
perturbative QCD and is difficult to justify at the low momenta (~ 500 MeV/c)
considered here. The present consensus favors the 3Po vertex as i) it is a model
successful in describing the decay of mesons and baryons12) ii) it can be derived
from lattice QCD in the strong coupling limit 13 ). Let us mention a recent
attempt 14 ) to estimate, in the flux-tube model, based on the strong coupling
lattice QCD theory, the amplitude of a flux-tube breaking into two flux tubes
and into three flux tubes. The strength of the flux-tube breaking is also
compared to the empirical strength of the 3Po model. See also ref. 15) for earlier
considerations on the flux tube mechanism in the Nbar-N annihilation.
In a non-relativistic approach the transition amplitude of p-pbar annihilation into two mesons Mi, M2 can be written as6-16) (see fig. Ia)
T

A2 =

where Yj^ w

and ^Nbar-N

are tne

two

*meson

an

^ the Nbar-N wave

functions, usually described by a Gaussian for the internal quark motions. For
example the spatial part of a S-wave meson, cluster of a q-qbar pair, will be

(q q

'l V = N

In these Gaussians the size parameters, b, of the baryons and mesons are
2

2
2

usually choosen in such a way that [< r N >]^ ~ .6 fin and [< r M >] 1/2 ~ .5 fin.
The operator OA2 for the 2 qq pair annihilation followed by a qq pair creation
with a 3Po vertex in the QLD A2 (fig. Ia) is choosen as
81 +

)

with

(6)

(7)

The constant A.A2» describing the effective strength of the annihilation process
is a parameter to be fitted to the data. Similar transition amplitudes can be
written for the different diagrams of fig. 1.
An overall reasonable fit of the branching ratios at rest and in flight
indicates6»16»17) that the annihilation model A2 + A3 (fig. Ia and Ic) with 3Po
vertices for the q-qbar pair annihilation and creation plays an important role in
the description of the low-energy annihilation mechanism15 of the Nbar-N
system. However effects of initial and eventually final state
) (see sect. 2.2)
6 1
interactions
should
be
considered,
they
can
be
important
)'
^).
Relativistic
effects19) have been studied, they were shown to be not too important leading in
particular to an increase of the production of the light-meson channels.
2.2 NN annihilation from meson - and baryon-degrees of freedom
In a conventional meson-theoretical approach Nbar-N annihilation into
two mesons can proceed via the exchange of baryons, N, A,... as shown in
fig. 3. This is a short range
process, its Compton wavelength being less than
.2
NAfin (~ (nucléon mass)-1). At
such distance the hadronic
N
M2
picture might be ruled out.
Figure 3. Baryon-exchange diagram of
This range argument is
Nbar-N annihilation into two mesons
however valid only for point
like particle. Nevertheless
annihilation into two mesons with baryon exchanges can be calculated in a
relatively straightforward way and could be though as complementary to the
quark-gluon dynamic approach reviewed in the previous section 20
as it might
show which are the limits of the hadronic model. An early work ), using a
distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) with a semiphenomenological
potential explained the gross features of some pbar-p annihilation into 2
mesons. We shall briefly describe here the systematic study, recently
performed in ref. 21), within the same line, and hereafter referred as MH3.
The annihilation amplitudes in MH3 are given by
<MjM. ITI NN> = <MiMj IVI NN> + <MjM. IVI NN> G0(NN) <NN ITI NN> (8)

which is illustrated in fig. 4. Note that the transition potentials anise only
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Figure 4. Picturial representation of the DWBA approach.
from Nbar-N pair. The different mesons considered together with all annihilation transition potentials are depicted in fig.5. Most of the meson coupling cons-

N

Figure 5. The different transition annihilation potentials used in ref. 21),
? = it, Ti, Ti1, p, to, 5, ai, a2, f2, Mr = Tt, p and

^ = K, K*.

tants are taken
from the Bonn NN model22) and its extension to the hyperon23
nucleon case ). The cutoff masses of the form factors, needed to regularise the
large momenta, are roughly adjusted by a fit on the available experimental
branching ratio of the protonium annihilation at rest. Let us recall that the
branching ratio, By, is defined by the ratio of the partial width for the decay
into meson i and j to the total annihilation width,
(9)

r

(io)

where E is the total cm. energy. Ttot is obtained as the sum of all partial
widths. As can be seen from eqs. (8) and (10) the knowledge of the initial state
interaction is needed and in order to study its effects MH3 used 3 models24) :
A(BOX), A(OBE) and C, main characteristics of which are summarized in
table 1. Some results are illustrated in table 2 where all By of MH3 are
calculated with the form factors for the transition potentials fitted with the
model A(BOX) for the initial state. They are compared with the experimental
data, with the A2 quark model16) (see section 2.1) and the hadronic model of
ref. 25a). There can be large discrepancies between the results obtained with
different initial state interactions A and C although these models reproduce,
with roughly the same quality, the Nbar-N data24) (see also section 3.1). If one
uses the Born approximation only, the By exceed the unitary limit20). Trend of
the low momenta pbar-p annihilation in flight is roughly reproduced by the
MH3 calculation. So far no final state interaction was considered, these could

Initial State
NN interaction
A(BOX)
A(OBE)

C

Elastic part:
G-parityon
Slightly modified
full NN Bonn22)
Simpler NN One
Boson Exchange22^
Slightly modified
full NN Bonn22)

Ânnïhilntinn pnrf

(r in fin)
(-629-i4567)e-r2/2(-36)2MeV
(-1260-i 1575)e'r2/2(>4)2MeV
2 n d iteration of <MjM. IVINN >

Table 1. Main characteristics of the initial state NN interaction used by MH321).
be important in particular for the pbar-p -> Tt+Ti" annihilation as shown
recently in ref. 26). This is illustrated in fig. 6 where some results are
compared to the experimental data27) and to the model of ref. 20). The large
Channel
pp ->

A(BOX)

A(OBE)
ref. 21

C

A2
ref. 16

HM
ref. 25

Exp(%)
ref. 9b

TC + TC-

.39

.43

.21

.34

.33 + 0.017

PV

1.09

.89

.575

.12
2.1

2.82

1.7 ±0.1

PV

.50
5.24

.43
1.44

.32

1.4 ±0.1

P + P-

0.58
7.41

P0P0

1.07

.91

.077

0.4

.51

0.4 ±0.3

P0O)

2.77
1.66

1.99

4.81
0.39

2.3
0.4

2.8
2.28

3.9 ±0.6
1.4 ±0.6

OXO

1.29

<9.5

+

.13
.028
.03
0.1 ±0.01
K IC
0.21
Table 2. Comparison of By(%) of S-wave pbar-p annihilation at rest.
difference, in the backward direction, in do/dQ between models of refs. 21, 26)
and that of ref. 20b) comes from a different choice of the A propagator. As
advocated in ref. 28) the A(1236) degrees of freedom should be introduced and
one should consider, in the hadronic picture, the process N-Nbar -» N-Abar
(A-Abar) pairs in the transition potentials (see fig. 4). One way to introduce the
A will be the use of coupled channels.
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Figure 6. The pbar-p -> Ti+Tf annihilation : a) Differential cross section (data
from ref. 27a)), b) analysing power (data from ref. 27b)). The models are from ref. 21) : A(BOX)
, A(OBE) — , C
; - ref. 26) : A(BOX) + «+*- final state
interaction : — x — x and from - ref. 20b) : — .. — ..
23 NN annihilation with statistical models
There is some evidence that many features of pbar-p annihilation into mesons are statistical. Based on this a relatively
simple phenomenological expression was proposed by Vandermeulen29) to reproduce the empirical branching
ratios. He assumed that Nbar-N annihilation occurs exclusivly via 2-meson
production with nearest threshold dominance (see exponential factor in eq. 11).
These 2 intermediate states of masses mj and ny subsequently decay into pions
and kaons according to their empirical widths. He parametrised Bjj as
1/2

= rk(2Jj

p(E, m-,

m

j

)2)

(11)

In this formula, rk is 1 for non strange meson production and 0.15 for strange
meson pair production (suppression), (2Jj+l)(2Jj+l) is the spin weight, W(Ij,Ij)
the isospin weight (Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) and p the cm. momentum
describing the phase space factor. The parameter, A = 1.2 GeV'1, common to
all channels is determined to fit the trend of the TC+H- cross section. The model
reproduces well the pion multiplicity distribution such as nTC+n7rmic° over a
wide range of energy up to pLab < 3 GeV/c. A is related to the scale of the
annihilation range gn en by the microscopic annihilation mechanism.
In averaging over spin and isospin as in eq. (11) important explicit
angular momentum dépendance is lost30). This lack of selection rule has been
removed in ref. 25b) where, in the 2 meson doorway state, in analogy to the
theory of compound nuclear reactions, one keep track of the relevant partial
wave. This allows to introduce geometrical aspects and the annihilation
dynamic is governed by the overlap of baryon density distributions of nucléon
and antinucleon. The energy dépendance of partial cross sections, in important channels, are well reproduced for a baryon, meson radii of .6 fin and pion

and kaon radii of .3 fin. A S-wave suppression is needed to describe the n+ir
and K+K- angular distribution.
3.

THE NN ELASTIC AND CHARGE EXCHANGE SCATTERMG

The use of Schrodinger equation (with relativistic kinematics) to solve the
Nbar-N problem at low energy is as good as in the case of the low energy NN
scattering. Here however one has to take into account of the annihilation
processes and the use of coupled channel equations is the most appropriate
tool. Let us restrict ourselves to 2 annihilation channels, e.g., channel a, with
2-meson Mi, M2 production and channel b with 3-meson Mi, M2, M3 production. Following Green28^ one can write, in a very schematic way, in the
configuration space
[K(NN) + V(NN, non annihilation) - EIy0(NN) + ^4 <NN IVI n>\|/(n) = 0

(12)

n=a,b

and for each n = a, b
[K(n) - (E - Hi1 - . . .)]i|/(n) + <n IVI NN>\jro(NN) = 0

(13)

If the mesons are not interacting one can report xj/(n) from (13) into (12) and one
obtains
NN->n->NN_
[K(NN) + V(NN, non annihilation) - E]\|/ Q (NN) + W( annihilation ty^NN) = 0

N N —» n —» N N

..,
with

S
•»

XTXT I TT I

(14)

I TT I XTXT

,„,
.,., .. ,
> <NNIVInxnIVINN>
W(annimlation) = - / j—[K(n) - (E - mi -—j]—
n=a,b
This equation defines the optical potential. The W annihilation will be complex
with mesons thresholds. It is energy dependent and spin (tensor, spin orbit...) isospin dependent. It will be in general non-local. W is generated by the
iteration of the annihilation into mesons. It can be calculated from the
annihilation amplitudes described in the previous section either from
microscopic quark (2.1) - or meson (2.2) - degrees of freedom or more
phenomenologically from the statistical approach (2.3).
Let us furthermore recall that in the Nbar-N channel space, starting from
the pbar-p initial state, from which most of the available experimental
information comes, one has the elastic channel, pbar-p -» pbar-p and the
charge exchange (CEX) one, pbar-p -> nbar-n. Assuming isospin conservation
one has
<pp ITI pp> = <nn ITI nn> = (T +TJ/2
(16)
<pp ITI nn> = <nn ITI pp> = (- TQ+T^/2

10

Here To and Ti are the isospin 0 or 1 amplitude respectively. Note also that
<pnlTlpn> = <nplTlnp> = T^, however experimental results31* on these
reactions, more difficult to perform, are less numerous and less precise. In the
NN channel one can work either in the isospin or particle basis.
3.1 Coupled channel approaches
As we have seen in section 2.2 the same authors as MH3 have built a
microscopic model24) for the Nbar-N interaction based on meson-baryon
dynamic (model C of table 1). They solve, in the isospin basis, the following
coupled equations analogous to eqs. (14) and (15) but in momentum space
<NN ITI NN> = <NN I Veff I NN> + <NN I Veff I NN> G0(NN) <NN ITI NN> (17)
with <NNIVefflNN> = <NNIVINN> + ^<NNIVIBB>G 0 (B)<BBIViNN>
B

+ Z^ <NN IVI MiMj> G0(M) <MiMj IVI NN>
(18)
M
Basicaly the first 2 terms of eq. 18 (baryon-exchanges, B = N, A, in the schannel, meson-exchanges in the t-channel) are taken from the G-parity
transformation of the full Bonn NN potential22) (which includes n, p, co, a', S
exchange plus baryon exchange N, A processes with two-meson intermediate
states involving K and p) with some slight modification. The last term, the
annihilation part, is the second iteration of the transition potential as described
in section 2.2 (see also fig. 5). As expected and in contrast to semiphenomenological models A (see table 1) the microscopic model C is energy
and state dependent. Although various two-meson annihilation channels are
treated explicitly (see section 2.2), these account for at most 30% of the total
observed annihilation. Scaling to the empirical cross section was obtained in
adjusting the form factors at the meson vertex of ihe transition potential. This
difficulty of saturating totally the annihilation
had already been pointed out in
the hadronic approach of Moussallam20a), where the optical potential was
calculated from a box diagram (see fig. 7) with 2-meson intermediate state, 2 n d
iteration of the diagram of fig. 3, this correspond to eq. 15 with n = a.
Moussallam could not produce more than about 40% of the annihilation even
with around 20 - meson channels.
M
Although the microscopic
N
fc* . fc- N
model C reproduces the total
and elastic cross-section as well
as the more phénoménologie
models A, it fails in reproN
ducing the elastic dc/dQ at 9Cm
N,
M2
> 60°, the elastic polarization
data and the CEX do/dfi data.
Figure 7. NN annihilation box diagram
A8 concluded by the authors24)
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this failure of the microscopic spin-isospin dépendance might be due to the fact
that i) more transition channels (heavier I + and 2+ mesons) should be included
ii) meson-meson interaction might be important (see sect. 2.2).
A recent phase shift analysis, constrained by the elastic long range one-pion
exchange potential (OPEP), of pbar-p elastic and CEX data has been performed
in ref. 32. The authors solve coupled channel equations in the particle basis
(which allows to take into account more easily the mass differences) with a
phenomenological complex energy dependent boundary condition for the short
range. The best chi-square, in particular in CEX seems to favor a lower value
g§ = 13.6 ± .3 of the charged n-N coupling constant than the commenly used 14.4
value32**). In the hadronic picture one should also be aware of i) the full coupled
channel fit to the pbar-p, nbar-n, K-K+ and JTTC+ data of ref. 33), ii) the
comparison between coupled channel and optical models made by Shapiro and
collaborators 3 4 ^ in studying the large P-wave contribution to the Nbar-N
interaction at low energy.
3.2 Optical models
As we have seen in eqs. (14) and (15) the use of optical potential allows to
treat in an average way the many mesonic annihilation channels. The early
Nbar-N optical models 35 > 36a ) the parameter of which were fitted to pre-LEAR
data fails to reproduce the new data in particular the elastic 37 ) and CEX3<*)
analyzing power data. In view of this it might be interesting to reanalyse the
theoretical models. Such a reanalysis, which we shall briefly describe here,
has been recently done 39 ) for the short range part of the Paris Nbar-N
potential36**). The optical potential is written as
V

NN = U N N " i W N N
is the G-parity transform of the Paris NN potential3613) for r > 1 fin with a
phenomenological short range part arising from elastic annihilation processes. Let us recall that the Paris NN potential contains the OPEP, the twopion-exchange (TPEP), the co and Ai meson exchange contributions. The TPEP
was calculated via dispersion relations from the physical JtN phase shifts and
from the nn - S and - P waves. The absorptive imaginary W has a form
suggested by calculation 20 ») of annihilation diagrams with 2-meson intermediate states (fig. 7). It is of short range, energy and state dependent :
W

NN <*• TL> = «Be*1 + fcTL>
(2mr)

V

where m is the nucléon mass, T L the pbar laboratory kinetic energy, <?i.<?2> S12
and ïî.£> the usual spin-spin, tensor and spin-orbit invariants. The modified
Bessel function Ko(2mr) behaves as e ' ^ m r for large r.
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The parameters of the core of this optical potential have been readjusted to
obtain a best fit to about 2700 pbar-p data in the energy domain, 17 MeV < TL <
355 MeV (180 MeV/c < PL < 890 MeV/c). The old and new values for the
parameters of WJJN shows some differences. One has, in particular an
increase in the T = 1 channel of the tensor force and a suppression of the spinorbit force. Some results are illustrated in figs. 8 to 11. The x2/data for 2714 data
is 6.7. This relatively high value reflects not only some deficiency of the model
but also some inconsistencies in the experimental data, in particular in the
elastic da/dQ (see fig. 8) and also some very small errors attached tc some
measurements.
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The model does not predict well the recent CEX analysing power at 206.6
(fig. 11). This is an interesting fact as so far the spin dependent short
range parameters (real and imaginary) were mainly constrained from pbar-p
polarisation in their isospin (0+1) combination (see eq. 16). The CEX polarisation experiments constraining the isospin (0-1) combination allows to break the
degeneracy. A trial solution, giving different isospin weights to the short range
parameters of the spin forces is seen (solid line) to improve the prediction.
This analysis shows the interdependence between the pbar-p data and the
short range Nbar-N interaction. The long and intermediate range force being
theoretically constrained this newly determined short range could provide
some hints for microscopic Nbar-N annihilation calculation.
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OUTLOOK, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Let us first mention some further problems or related works. The potential models do not usually fit the behavior of the p (ReF(o)/ImF(o)) parameter
close to threshold . See e.g. ref. 42) for a discussion on that matter. There now
exists numerous spin-dependent data of very high quality from LEAR of the
antihyperon-hyperon pair creation in pbar-p scattering 43 ). Although the
threshold of these processes, PL = 1.435 GeV/c, is at higher energy than those
considered here, one can test also quark or/and meson degrees of freedom in
these reactions 44 ). The Nbar-Nucleus processes are also a tool to test our
knowledge on the Nbar-N interaction, let us mention here the work of Locher
and collaborators45) which studies in particular the properties of pbar-n from
pbar-d annihilation at rest.
What have we learnt so far in the Nbar-N interaction ? Let us summarize
the situation. From the G-parity transform46) from NN to Nbar-N potential i)
the OPEP changes its sign, the p does not, consequently their tensor force add
and one then expects in Nbar-N strong tensor effect47a)«34b) ii) the © changes its
sign and becomes attractive and adds to the 2rc-exchange attraction coming
from 2TC correlated in S-wave e.g. in NN Paris 36b ), or a in OBE exchange as in
Bonn22), Nijmegen35d) and 2ic exchange with NA intermediate states (Bonn22),
Paris36b)) and eventually to attractive Tip exchanges (full Bonn22)). From i) and
ii) one expects Nbar-N bound states or résonnant states near threshold which
are partly weakened by the very strong empirical annihilation34).48). This leads
to the interpretation of the AX(1565) as a 13P2 - 13F2 bound state of Nbar-N
system 47b ). This intermediate range attraction (1 < r < 1.5 fin) is needed to
reproduce the data : one cannot do without it and many phenomenological
annihilation potential35) have even added a real attractive part in this range
(see also annihilation part of models A(BOX) and A(OBE) in table 1). It is interesting to study to which component of the potential and/or to which meson
exchange different observables are sensitive350).47»)»4^). For instance the
forward CEX da/dQ is sensitive to OPEP which in this particular process is
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enhanced by a isospin weight of 4 ( - < I=O I t'.x21 I=O > + < I=I I x'.T21 I=I >). See
also the study of helicity amplitude contributions to elastic pbar-p and CEX
da/dQ of ref. 50). So far no quark model has succeeded to generate the long and
intermediate range mesons forces, the hadronic picture is certainly for the
peripheral elastic Nbar-N interaction at his best.
What about the annihilation ? It was early realized that if one wants to
reproduce the total cross section in the potential approach, the annihilation is
strong and although being short ranged, (2m)*1 ~ .1 fin (from point like particle
argument) most of the time its characteristic size is of the order of 100 MeV
around 1 fin1). This could be also seen as an indication of the structure of the
nucléon as composit object. If one represents the annihilation by a short range
exponential type function then it has to be scaled by a large number.
There has been a nice quantum mechanical formula to characterize the
radius of annihilation and it was found to be of the order of 1 fm (state and
energy dependent)51). It has been however found that the radius of annihilation
of the Nbar-N Paris potential368* was smaller. As discussed in the introduction
from the quark core picture surrounded by mesons one expects the annhilation
to start when the core overlaps which justifies the geometrical picture and the
chiral soliton type of approach of ref. 52). Here the quark degrees of freedom
seems to be more appropriate and the QLD together with 3 Po (eventually 3 Si)
vertices has some success in particular in the planar annihilation in 2(A2) and
3(A3) mesons, however diagrams with quark rearrangement, R2, R3 and
mixed are not rules out. It seems that, for microscopic calculation of
annihilation, in particular into 3 mesons, quark models are at their best.
However so far calculations either from hadronic picture or quark model
are parameter dependent. In the first approach the short range is unknown
(form factors, e.g. Bonn potential or phenomenology, e.g. Nijmegen, Paris).
This short range could be, in principle, calculated from QCD inspired models
(non relativistic quark cluster type calculation with color screeming to
suppress Van der Vais forces but the annihilation mechanism does complicate
the picture). In the second, the size of the 3 Po ( 3 Si) coupling is empirical,
although there is some estimate from lattice QCD in the strong coupling limit
(flux tube model). One is naturally lead to think to a complementary picture :
for the long range meson-hadron degree of freedom and for the short range
quark degree of freedom (see e.g. ref. 50).
The combined study of the NN, Nbar-N interactions and Nbar-N
annihilation into mesons should give us more knowledge on the internal
structure of baryons and mesons and on their mutual interactions.
I would like to thank R. Vinh Mau, M. Lacombe and M. Pignone for
fruitful discussions and B. Moussallam for useful comments.
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